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Santa Bob of Sweeny

A Christmas (cell phone) miracle
By Jase Graves

Special to The Bulletin

I’ve always taken great pride in
the tender care I give to my cell
phone. Until recently, I could boast
that with all of the various cellular
devices I’ve possessed through
the years (dating back to the first
Motorola bag phone my dad gave
me during the Early Iron Age), I’d
never once had so much as a bent
antenna.
While my three teen daughters
seem to enjoy competing to see

how high they can bounce their
iPhones off of parking lot pavement, my trusty phone case keeps
my device safe and secure on the
rare occasions when I drop it while
fumbling with my wallet to pay for
their multiple repairs. Ironically, my
sturdy and practical phone case
is an object of derision from my
daughters, who insist on enveloping
their phones in flimsy, fashionable
covers whose main protective feature is an over-abundance of glitter.
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Christmas is
Why I agree with Medicare’s not same w/o
decision to reject my claim hippopotamus
(Continued on Page 6)

By Ernie Williamson

Bob Butler of Sweeny will always be remembered as Santa Bob.

powered chair in that it can easily
The Bulletin
be used when needed or taken
Medicare, in what turns out to be
off when not needed. It comes in
a rarity, rejected one of my claims.
handy going uphill or rolling long
Frankly, I am glad. It is reassuring
distances.
to know somebody is watching our
The power-assist device was
money.
added to my origiLet me explain. The View from My Seat nal chair after four
As mentioned
years because I
in other columns, I
was having shoulam a paraplegic who uses a wheelder pain, and doctors agreed it was
chair. After eight years, my original
a medical necessity if I wanted to
chair needed replacing.
keep using the wheelchair.
So, I didn’t feel guilty about
Medicare approved a new manual
Medicare spending $6,000 on the
wheelchair, but didn’t approve
original SmartDrive.
replacing the SmartDrive that I often
But now the people at the
use to power the chair. The powerassist device is different from a
(Continued on Page 5)

How he spiritually became Mr. Claus Rolling dice with food expiration dates
of FM 524 comes alive with
By Janice R. Edwards

Santas in every room of the house
and garage, and Ann Butler once
Some adults say that once you
again morphs into Mrs. Claus.
get to be about eight years old,
At the house
you find out that
believing in Santa Memories are made of this of Santa, you
will always find
just doesn’t add
up – and when
a warm fire in
the fireplace, a cup of coffee, hot
you stop believing in Santa Claus,
chocolate or wassail and every
you get underwear for Christmas.
imaginable savory and sweet
As for me, I KNOW Santa exists,
Christmas goody Mrs. Claus
because I’ve seen his house in
prepares for her family, neighbors
Sweeny.
(Continued on Page 8)
This time every year, the house
The Bulletin

By Lori Borgman

Tribune News Service (TNS)

The husband regards expiration
dates on food as a mix of sheer
fantasy and mathematical improbabilities.
The man has a hard time believing any food ever truly goes bad.
He’s from the “Waste Not, Want
Not School,” which is why we have
Like us on Facebook

facebook.com/
thebulletinbrazoriacounty/

a tiny takeout container holding two
tablespoons of honey mustard salad
dressing that accompanied half of
a salad I got in a takeout order, a
small bowl housing four strands
of spaghetti with a smattering of
marinara from a long ago dinner,
one leftover barbecue rib that is so
old I have no memory of when we
last had ribs and a box of cottage
cheese that expired four days ago.
The husband interprets, “Use By”
to mean somebody wants you to

(Continued on Page 12)

By John Toth
The Bulletin

I am one of those people who
really likes holiday music. It is
soothing and brings back memories
of previous holidays. I don’t mind
listening to it over and over.
My radios at home and in the
cars are set at Sunny 99.1 FM in
Houston, which started playing
holiday music a week or so before
Thanksgiving.
One song that I like to turn the

Ramblings
volume higher when it comes on is “I
Want a Hippopotamus for Christmas.” I try to sing along as much as
I can, usually stumbling after the first
verse.
Gayla Peevey was 10 years old
when she recorded that song in
1953. I first thought it was sung by
Shirley Temple, but it was Gayla
who jettisoned into stardom with that
song and became a one-hit wonder.
The single sold a half million
copies that Christmas and landed
her on the “Ed Sullivan Show.”
In her hometown, Oklahoma City,
the zoo decided to capitalize on her
success and bought her a hippopotamus. The only catch was that after
the hippo was delivered, she had to

(Continued on Page 9)
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Does hurricane season end or just slow?
Hurricane season ended on Nov. 30, but does it really end? There have
been occasions when it exended itself.
There have even been a couple of January tropical systems, but none
affected land. Capping off the 2005 hurricane season, the most active on
record, was Zeta, a 65-mph tropical storm that formed Dec. 30 and survived
nearly a week into the new year.
Only one February and one March storm have ever formed, an unnamed
tropical storm in 1952 and a Category 2 hurricane in 1908 respectively.

MOODY GARDENS’
FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS
TICKET WINNERS
The Bulletin is sending 20 people
to the Festival of Lights at Galveston’s Moody Gardens.
We partnered with Moody Gardens to bring you this contest at a
time when many other events have
been canceled. The Festival of
Lights allows for social distancing,
and masks are required while you
walk through the mile-long trail with
more than one million lights and
lighted scenes. It is a safe outdoor
family event. This year, since Ice
Land has not been built, Moody
Gardens allows each FOL ticket
holder to go down the Artic Slide up
to four times.
The winners of our ticket-giveaway are:
Linda Howell of Rosharon;
Donna Stephenson of Brazoria;
Larry Garza of Alvin;
Michael Steward of Lake Jackson;
Mary MIller of Lake Jackson.
Each winner has been mailed
four tickets to the event.
Thank you to all the readers
who entered the give-away. We
will resume giving away tickets to
different events as the pandemic
situation minimizes, and our venue
partners resume operations.
It has been a tough year for
everyone, and we’re glad to be able
to make it possible for some of our
readers to unwind a little in a safe
manner. Enjoy the event, and have
a Merry Christmas!
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Strange but True
By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
The cavity magnetron
Q. What was the most ironic use
of the new “radio and detection
and ranging,” developed in the
1930s by Robert Watson-Watt,
who became known as the “father
of RADAR”?
A. The British Air Ministry had
asked him about the possibility of
concentrating enough energy in a
radio beam to knock a plane out of
the sky, says James Livingston in
“Driving Force: The Natural Magic
of Magnets.” Watson-Watt reported
back that no, a radio death-ray
was impossible, but it might be
feasible to detect enemy aircraft
using reflected radio waves. Thus,
the concept of radar was born.
The British quickly recognized
the need for radar systems using
higher frequency radio waves microwaves - for greater accuracy.
To do this, the “cavity magnetron”
was developed and brought by
British scientists to the U.S. for
a demonstration. One American
expert called the cavity magnetron
the “most valuable cargo ever
brought to our shores.”
Nowadays radar aids air traffic
control and weather surveillance.
Less popular is another use that
boomeranged on Watson-Watt

as he hastened to a speaking
engagement in 1954. As an anonymous verse at the time recapped
it, “But now, by some ironic twist/
Radar spots the speedy motorist/
And bites, no doubt with legal wit/
The hand that once created it.”
See better, feel better
Q. What’s a fast, cost-free, painfree way to improve your visual
acuity?
A. Running a race may do it,
say V. Gregory Payne and Larry D.
Isaacs in “Human Motor Development: A Lifespan Approach.” Or
going bicycling. Or even just 10
minutes of sustained table tennis.
Studies show improved vision
can last up to two hours after the
exercise ends. “This increase in
acuity is probably caused by the
increased blood flow in and subsequent oxygenation of the eyes.”
Asleep at the wheel
Q. “Don’t drink and drive.”
Equally sobering is, “Don’t skip
sleep and drive.” What’s the story
here?
A. Tests show 20-25 hours of
wakefulness brings performance
decrements as great as those
observed at a blood-alcohol concentration of 0.10%, says Jacob
Empson in “Sleep & Dreaming,
Third Edition.” A Finnish survey
revealed nearly half of commercial
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long-haul truckers had frequent
difficulty staying awake, and over
20% had dozed off at least twice
behind the wheel.
“Drivers are invariably aware
that they are sleepy well before
they become dangerously so, and
have been reported to take various
measures to wake themselves up
- stretching at the wheel, winding
down windows, and even driving
faster.”
A road-tested doze-buster: A
break, a 20-minute nap (much
longer adds to grogginess), and
two cups of coffee.
Decoding your age
Q. How old are you? 1. Write
down the number of the month you
were born. 2. Double that number.
3. Add five. 4. Multiply the result
by 50. 5. Add the current year. 6.
Subtract 250. 7. Subtract the year
of your birth. THE LAST TWO
DIGITS in the answer give your
age on your birthday this year.
THE FIRST PART is your birth
month. What’s the trick?
A. Amuse your friends with this
one, then see if they can decode
how it works, says California State
Polytechnic University mathematician Laurie Riggs. In essence,
since you add in the current year
(step 5), then subtract the year of
your birth (step 7), it should be no
surprise your age is embedded
in the final number. As for your
birth month, let this be x (step 1).
Double it to 2x (step 2). Add 5 to
get 2x + 5 (step 3). Then multiply
by 50, to get 100x + 250 (step 4).
Later you subtract 250 (step 6),
leaving 100x. The 100 just moves
the x - which is your birth month
- over to the left a few places to
become the first part of your original answer. Shifty - and nifty!

DID YOU KNOW?

• The English language has about
3,000 words to describe the state
of being drunk. One of which is
“ramsquaddled.”
• Putting mirrors in retail stores
improves customer behavior by
increasing self-awareness. People
are less likely to act like jerks if they
see themselves doing so.
• “Latchkey incontinence” is the
phenomenon where the closer you
get to a bathroom, the more you
need to go.
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Let us email you
The Bulletin weekly
This is good time to sign up for
our free email service.
Then, each Tuesday we’ll send
you an email with a link to the latest
issue of The Bulletin.
All you have to do is go to our
website:
mybulletinnewspaper.com
Scroll down to the bottom, where
you’ll find a short form to fill out.
Fill in your email, first and last
name, and hit “subscribe.” We’ll take
care of the rest.
With the virus making outings
a hassle in some cases, this is a
convenient way to make sure that
you don’t miss a single issue of The
Bulletin.
If you have any questions, please
call (979) 849-5407, or email us at
stephanie.bulletin@gmail.com.
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I MADE MY THREE
WISHES, AND NONE OF
THEM CAME TRUE: A doctor
in India was duped into paying
$95,000 for an “Aladdin’s lamp”
after two men conjured up a fake
genie. One of the men pretended to
be an occultist and made a “jinn,”
or supernatural figure, appear. The
doctor called police when he realized that the “genie” was actually
just one of the men in disguise
and that the lamp did not have any
magical powers.
I’VE GOT YOU NOW, SKYWALKER!: An off-duty police
officer, dressed as a Stormtrooper
from “Star Wars,” was returning
from a Halloween party when she

stopped a drunk driver trying to
enter a Nevada freeway in the
wrong direction. The man was
charged with driving under the influence without a valid license.
I THINK WE SHOULD SEE
OTHER PEOPLE: A woman in
China brought 23 of her relatives
to the restaurant where she had
arranged to meet a blind date for
dinner. She said she wanted to test
his generosity. He watched as the
group ran up a tab of about $3,000
on expensive meals and booze,
then snuck out and left him to pay
the bill. He attempted to contact her
to no avail.
PLANNING SOMETHING,
SIR?: A criminal justice advocate

To ensure timely delivery, place your order
now for your holiday tamales (pork/chicken) (regular/spicy)

1 dozen $14.95 + tax
Deadline to place
an order is Dec. 21. Happy Holidays.
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posed as a construction worker
multiple times to gain access
to Kentucky’s Davidson County
Downtown Detention Center, which
is currently being built, and stuffed
weapons inside the walls of the
facility. Authorities say he stored
guns, razor blades and handcuff
keys in various hiding spots around
the center.
HEY EVERYONE, IT’S
YOUR LUCKY DAY: A man got
high on meth and began throwing
cash out of the window of his 30th
floor apartment in Chongqing,
China. Dozens of people left their
cars on the streets below or walked
onto the busy road to catch the
“heavenly rain of banknotes.”

I’M VERY PICKY ABOUT
WHAT I STEAL: Three hours
after a thief threw a brick into the
bottom portion of the front door
of a music shop in Conway, Ark.,
and stole an electric guitar and
amplifier, another thief showed up.
He crawled through the hole in the
door, picked up an expensive guitar
and then sat town and played it for
a while to make sure it was in tune
before stealing it.
POINT TAKEN, MA’AM: A
woman got into an argument with
staff members at the Verizon store
in Roseville, Calif., over her refusal
to wear a mask, and, to show her
displeasure, she pulled down her
pants and urinated on the floor.
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My claim was one of the few Medicare denied, but that’s O.K.
(Continued from Page 1)

wheelchair business were asking if
I wanted a new power-assist device
in addition to the wheelchair. That
thought hadn’t occurred to me since
the original device was working just
fine. I planned on attaching the old
SmartDrive to the new wheelchair.
Simple.
The wheelchair company, however, made a case for asking Medicare for a new device. The latest
devices were new and improved.
Besides, they argued, the warranty
had expired on the original and,
given Medicare’s financial condition,
there is no way of knowing whether
the agency will fund such wheelchair
accessories in the future.
Persuaded, I agreed to file a claim
for a new power assist device. But
this time, I felt a touch of guilt and
had second thoughts as I waited
several months for Medicare’s
response.
Why the guilt?
Maybe it was because I could still
use the old device.
Maybe it was because I knew
that Medicare is under financial
pressure. The latest Congressional
Budget Office estimate has Medicare’s Hospital Insurance Trust Fund
having insufficient funds to cover
all benefit costs beginning in 2024.
Should I be asking Medicare for a
device that really wasn’t needed

yet?
Maybe I was worried that in the
future someone with a more desperate claim than mine would have it
denied as funds grow tighter.
Maybe I wondered who was
really benefiting from my purchase
of a new power device at taxpayer
expense. Was the system being
abused?
Or maybe I was one of those
Medicare recipients who already
has received more from Medicare
than I paid into it. Trips to the hospital, ambulances, years of physical
therapy, and Hail Mary medical
trials don’t come cheap.
Not to mention, routine trips to
the urologist, cardiologist, neurologist, gastroenterologist and physiatrist. I didn’t want to take advantage
of the system that had been so
good to me.
So, I was glad when Medicare
informed me that the claim for the
power assist device was denied.
The agency said a power device,
barring problems, can only be
replaced after five years, not four.
I can do another year or so
with my original power device. No
problem.
As relieved as I am to have my
claim denied, I was surprised to
learn that Medicare doesn’t deny
many claims. According to Dover
Health Care Planning, of the one

HOLIDAY GIFT CARDS AVAILABLE

919 W. Second St.
Freeport
(979) 233-1352
ontheriverrestaurant.com

111 Abner Jackson Pkwy.
Lake Jackson
(979) 299-7444
swampshacklj.com

Named Top 40 in Texas by Texas Monthly
Catering for any occasion ~ Private banquet rooms

billion Medicare claims filed each
year, only a small fraction - about
550,000 - are denied.
What steps can you take to
reduce the chances of having your
claim denied? Probably, according to the Dover organization, the
simplest step is to enroll in traditional Medicare. Only 8 percent
of the Medicare Rights Center’s
calls about claim denials were from
people with traditional Medicare.
Traditional Medicare’s reluctance
to deny claims is apparent in billing
information released by the agency.
The top-paid 100 doctors received
$610 million in Medicare reimburse-

ments, with one ophthalmologist
raking in $21 million.
If the criticism of traditional
Medicare is that it is too lenient, the
charges against Advantage plans
are that they are too restrictive.
Some 38 percent of the Medicare
Rights Center’s helpline calls about
denials in coverage dealt with
Advantage plans.

That means you are 15 times
more likely to have a claim denied in
an Advantage plan than in traditional
Medicare.
(Ernie Williamson welcomes
reader comments. Please contact
Ernie at williamsonernie@gmail.
com. Or, send letters in care of The
Bulletin, PO Box 2426, Angleton,
TX. 77516)

DID YOU KNOW ?

• Birds are avian dinosaurs.
• Tea is the second-most widely consumed beverage in the world, after
water. Beer is third.
• “The Wizard of Oz” saved the lives of the “munchkins.” In 1938, the
Nazis were planning to kill people born with physical impairments.
Landing a role in the movie allowed them to escape Nazi Germany and
come to the U.S.
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When my iPhone screen went down, I jumped into action
(Continued from Page 1)

Just a couple of weeks ago, I
spent my Friday evening trying to
decide whether to place my middle
daughter on emergency life support
due to acute Snapchat-deficient
syndrome, or race around town
trying to find a cell phone repair
shop that was still open and could
(for the second time) replace her
entire screen, which had become
dislodged in an incident involving
the school cafeteria’s tile floor and a
corn dog.
While my credit card was still
in shock over this costly repair, I

suddenly found myself the victim of
cruel irony.
Shortly before the Thanksgiving
holiday, I spent a solid weekend
assembling a Christmas lighting
display to rival that of Clark W. Griswold. My neighbors could only gaze
on with incredulous envy as I festooned my roofline and front lawn
with multiple strings of C9 bulbs
(some of them actually working).
Unfortunately, my triumph was
short-lived. When I reached for
my phone to commemorate this
achievement with a photo, I realized
that it had become wedged in my

pocket against a pair of rarely-used
needle-nose pliers, and the unresponsive screen was now streaked
with random bars of light. Even my
fail-safe troubleshooting technique
of turning off the phone and turning
it back on again was ineffective.
Suddenly, I panicked! How
could I check Facebook every five
minutes, or play that game with
the little jetpack man? What if one
of my daughters tried to text me
requesting more cash? As I began
to hyperventilate, I remembered the
phone repair shop. I could simply
take it there the next day and return

Chamber offers
purse planners,
gun calendars

HAPPY HOUR
MARGARITAS
3-7 PM DAILY

#1
101 Clements St
Angleton, Texas 77515
(979) 849-3308

#2
116 E. Plantation
Clute, Texas 77531
(979) 265-2220

Looking for a unique Christmas
present for that special someone
or a gift for a work associate or
employee/employer while supporting the Angleton business community? Or maybe some way to reward
yourself for making it through 2020?
The Angleton Chamber of Commerce is offering designer purse
raffle planners as well as gun raffle
calendars with weekly drawings for
purses or guns, depending on which
item is purchased, from January
through December 2021.
Purchase a purse planner for
$100 to be registered to possibly
win a designer purse during the 52
weekly drawings when a purse is
awarded while receiving a stylish
business planner.
The winner of a designer purse
will be determined weekly by the
winning numbers of the Pick 3
Texas lottery each Thursday at 10
a.m.
The purses are from such
famous design houses as Coach,
Michael Kors, Brahmin, and others
that sell for hundreds of dollars in
upscale stores.
The gun raffle calendar gives the
buyer two chances to win the gun
of the week for 52 weeks every
Monday from January to December
of 2021.
To buy one or more planners or/
and calendars, whether for others or
yourself, call the Angleton Chamber
at (979)849-6443.

to happily allowing this wireless
device to control my very existence.
After a fitful night’s sleep, I arrived
at the shop early the next morning,
only to sit in the car a full 15 minutes past the posted opening time.
Apparently, the teenager in charge
of the place was still in a drive-thru
somewhere waiting for his breakfast
burrito.
Unable to tolerate further delay,
I drove across the road to another
repair shop/tobacco emporium
where the technician invited me
to peruse his selection of hookah
pipes and flavored rolling papers
while he dissected my iPhone. After
20 minutes of waiting (and learning
all I ever wanted to know about herb
grinders) I was informed that the
screen I needed was out of stock.
In full freak-out mode, I drove

back to the first shop I had visited and found it open - finally!
The young technician, having just
finished his burrito - no doubt - was
able to replace my screen, subtly
scoff at my bulky phone case, and
send me on my way in about 10
minutes.
I’m still a bit embarrassed about
the relief I felt having my iPhone
working again. As I often tell my
eye-rolling daughters, I managed to
survive for over 20 years without the
luxury of a cell phone - and now I
depend on it like a vital appendage.
I guess I’m not that different from
my girls, after all.
(Copyright 2020 Jase Graves.
Graves is an award-winning humor
columnist from East Texas. Contact
Graves at susanjase@sbcglobal.
net.)

Prices Good Thru 12-22-2020

The Bulletin is good for your business.
Call (979) 849-5407. Shop Locally First
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AND HAPPY HOLIDAYS
From The Bulletin Family to all our Great Advertisers and Readers
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Ann Butler cherishes, preserves husband’s Santa days
(Continued from Page 1)

and friends who drop in. There is
a Christmas tree forest lining the
driveway leading to the house,
and chalk footprints leading to the
entrance at the front door because
the garage is filled with Santas
of varying shapes and sizes. The
garage door stays down this time
of year.
Ann’s husband, Bob who passed
away in 1999, is responsible for
this wonderland. You see, Bob was
Santa not only to her and her kids,
but starting in 1978, when Sears at
Sweeny asked him to be the store
Santa, he changed from a mere
mortal to the epitome of the Christmas Spirit and truly became the jolly
old elf. Ann started a scrap book of
all of his Santa appearances. Santa
Bob started out with the regular
Santa suit, but the longer he wove
his magic, the more he actually
became the jolly old elf.
When Santa Bob retired from
Dow in 1986, he even grew his own
beard out. And the whole month
of December, Santa Bob created
magic. Even if he were not in his

furry Santa uniform, he wore red
jeans (which Mrs. Claus had to dye
for him), a white shirt, red suspenders, black boots and a Santa hat.
Wherever he went, kids’ eyes grew
wide with excitement as they called
out to Santa for a wave.
In 1995, the Saturday after
Thanksgiving, Santa Bob drove his
reindeer to the Brazos Mall. The
first year, his daughters filmed the
magic. The mall gave him the Santa
suit they had been using, but it
was too large, so he had to alter it.
Then the illusion was perfect – real
beard, suit that fit, real boots – he
was Santa Claus at the mall until his
death.
To this day, there is a “gift box”
in the Santa set at the mall with the
commemorative plaque that reads,
“In memory of Santa Bob – Bob
Butler 3-11-36 – 12-1-99.”
Along his journey, Santa Bob
started giving Mrs. Claus little
remembrances – little blue-eyed
Santas, life-sized Santas and
Santas of every kind. Friends and
family also contributed unusual
Santas until there were more than

2,000 Santas. Ninety-five percent of
the Santas at her house were given
to her.
Every Santa holds a memory
for Mrs. Ann Claus. They all come
out to decorate the house of Santa
every year – for a while. Last year
was the twentieth anniversary of
Santa Bob’s death and was the last
year all of them were displayed.
This is because there are so many
Santas that it takes several people
starting at Halloween to take down
everything decorating the walls or
tables and put it all away in order
to make room for the Santas. Then,
when Christmas is over, the process
must be reversed.
But it doesn’t matter if all the
Santas are out or not, the spirit of
the jolly old elf still brings joy and
magic to all who enter.
And to borrow a few lines from
Francis Pharcellus Church, “Yes,
Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. He
exists as certainly as love, and generosity and devotion exist, and you
know that they abound and give to
your life its highest beauty and joy.
Alas, how dreary would be the world

BULLETIN SPECIAL SECTION - HOLIDAY GREETINGS

Bob and Ann Butler of Sweeny were the almost authentic Mr. and Mrs.
Claus. Ann carries on the memories of Santa Bob of Sweeny.
if there was no Santa Claus.”
Those of us who have been privileged to share this tradition with Ann
Butler are grateful.
For even in this pandemic world
of gloom and doom, there still
shines a spark of wonder at the

house of Santa.
As for me, I DO believe in Santa
Claus.
(Write Jan in care of The Bulletin.
Email: john.bulletin@gmail.com.
Snail mail: The Bulletin, PO Box
2426, Angleton TX, 77516.)
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What does a hippopotamus and Christmas have in common?
(Continued from Page 1)

donate it to the zoo.
It made for great publicity for the
zoo, which didn’t have a hippo and
wanted one, anyway.
The song has returned to the
airways each holiday season for 66
years. It was written by John Rox, a
songwriter who died in 1957 at age
55. The hippo song and “It’s a Big,
Wide, Wonderful World” were his
two bigger hits.
Gayla recorded the hippo song
on the Columbia Records label, but
her career didn’t do all that well after
this early success. But, she had a
big hit at age 10, which is more than
what many musicians or singers

Gayla Peevey in 1953.

The single record sleeve.

Gayla Peevey today.

achieve in a lifetime.
Now that I brought you up to
speed on this holiday musical treasure, let’s look at the song closer
up.
She wants a hippopotamus for
Christmas, not a doll, or a dinky
tinkertoy, not a crocodile or a rhinoceros. That part is clear. She is pretty
well settled on the hippo.
She also knows that hippos are
safe, even after her mom warned
her that it would eat her.
“Mom says the hippo would eat
me up, but then
Teacher says a hippo is a vegetarian.”
Thanks a lot, teacher. But where
would you put a hippo and how
would you take care of it?
“There’s lots of room for him in
our two-car garage
I’d feed him there and wash him

there and give him his massage.”
Well, those problems are solved.
Let’s see now, how Santa would
stuff a hippo down the chimney.
“He won’t have to use our dirty
chimney flue
Just bring him through the front
door
That’s the easy thing to do.”
Well, she thought of everything.
There is only one little problem
still. Hippos can live up to 50 years.
That’s a lot of feeding, washing and
massaging.
Gayla is still alive and has three
granddaughters, who probably also
want a hippopotamus for Christmas
after hearing each holiday season
their grandmother’s big hit.
Don’t you want to listen to this
song now? Just yell, “Alexa, play “I
Want a Hippopotamus for Christmas.” Enjoy.
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BULLETIN SPECIAL SECTION - HOLIDAY GREETINGS

Santa Claus is still real and miraculous

You probably already knew that
the idea of Santa Claus came from
St. Nicholas, but the real saint
wasn’t a bearded man who wore a
red suit. That all came much later.
According to legend, the fourth-century Christian bishop gave away his
abundant inheritance to help the
needy and rescued women from
servitude. His name was Sinter

Klaas in Dutch, which later morphed
into Santa Claus. The rest of the
trappings followed.
He was also known as Nicholas
of Bari and was an early Christian
bishop of Greek descent from the
maritime city of Myra in Asia Minor.
Interestingly, you can still visit
Santa Claus, as he is now called,
but not at the North Pole. And, he
doesn’t have elves making toys.
Major bones of his skeleton are
at the Basilica di San Nicol in the
Italian city of Bari. His relics are
said to exude a miraculous watery
substance known as “manna.”

BULLETIN SPECIAL SECTION - HOLIDAY GREETINGS

Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus

On Sept. 21, 1897, The New York Sun published what was to become
the most widely read letter to a newspaper. It was sent by 8-year-old
Virginia O’Hanlon, who lived with her parents in Manhattan. Below is
the full text of that letter and the reply by Sun editorial writer Francis
Pharcellus Church.
Dear Editor, I am 8 years old.
Some of my little friends say there is no Santa Claus.
Papa says, “If you see it in The Sun, it’s so.”
Virginia, your little friends are
wrong. They have been affected by
the skepticism of a skeptical age.
They do not believe except they
see. They think that nothing can
be which is not comprehensible by
their little minds. All minds, Virginia,
whether they be men’s or children’s,
are little.
In this great universe of ours,
man is a mere insect, an ant, in
his intellect, as compared with the
boundless world about him, as
measured by the intelligence capable of grasping the whole truth and
knowledge.
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa
Claus. He exists as certainly as love
and generosity and devotion exist,
and you know that they abound

and give to your life its highest
beauty and joy. Alas! How dreary
would be the world if there were no
Santa Claus! It would be as dreary
as if there were no Virginias. There
would be no childlike faith then, no
poetry, no romance to make tolerable this existence. We should have
no enjoyment, except in sense and
sight. The eternal light with which
childhood fills the world would be
extinguished.
Not believe in Santa Claus! You
might as well not believe in fairies!
You might get your papa to hire
men to watch in all the chimneys
on Christmas Eve to catch Santa
Claus, but even if they did not see
Santa Claus coming down, what
would that prove? Nobody sees
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Santa Claus, but that is no sign
men that ever lived, could tear
abiding.
that there is no Santa Claus. The
apart. Only faith, fancy, poetry,
No Santa Claus! Thank God he
most real things in the world are
love, romance can push aside that
lives, and he lives forever. A thouthose that neither children nor men
curtain and view and picture the
sand years from now, Virginia, nay
can see. Did you ever see fairies
supernal beauty and glory beyond.
10 times 10 thousand years from
dancing on the lawn? Of course
Is it all real? Ah, Virginia, in all this
now, he will continue to make glad
not, but that’s no proof that they are
world there is nothing else real and
the heart of childhood.
not there. Nobody can conceive or
imagine all the wonders there are
unseen and unseeable in the world.
You tear apart the baby’s rattle
and see what makes the noise
inside, but there is a veil covering the unseen world which not
the strongest man, nor even the
united strength of all the strongest

Francis Pharcellus Church (left), who published the letter and wrote
the reply. Virginia O’Hanlon (right), a real girl, wrote a real letter.
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Husband thinks food expiration dates are a suggestion
(Continued from Page 1)

buy more of something sooner than
you need to. From your wallet into
theirs.
He considers “Use Before” to be
the random guess of some number
cruncher lounging behind a desk.
He reads “Best Before” and takes
it as a personal challenge to throw
caution to the wind.
Unfortunately for me, he is often
more right than wrong. Many of
those stamped dates are more
guesstimates than anything. Still, as

the willy-nilly in the house-and being
from the “I Don’t Want to Get Food
Poisoning School of Fear”- I’m more
likely to believe the guesstimates
than to challenge them.
The husband has been known
to throw his body between me and
expired food when I attempt to clean
out the ‘fridge.
“What are you doing?” he says.
“That’s still good!”
He doesn’t even know which
remnants of food are in my hands,
but his clairvoyant food expiration

Columbia Christian Senior Citizens Center Menu

629 E. Bernard, West Columbia, TX, (979) 345-5955
on the cob, Boston-baked beans,
Menu subject to change. Dine-in
potato salad, hamburger bun,
seating limited. Please call to
dessert.
reserve a seat. Meals served at
Monday, Dec. 21 through
11:30 a.m. Take-out orders availFriday, Dec. 25 - MERRY CHRISTable - please call by 10:30 a.m. for
MAS! CLOSED CHRISTMAS
11 a.m. pick-up. Meals not available
WEEK. Center will resume servChristmas week.
ing on Monday, Dec. 28 through
Wednesday, Dec. 16: Smothered
Thursday, Dec. 31 and be closed on
meatballs, rice, carrots, cheese
Friday, Jan.1.
broccoli, slaw, garlic toast, dessert.
Meals on wheels available during
Thursday, Dec. 17: BBQ Chicken,
regular serving days - please call before
squash casserole, collard greens,
9:30 a.m. Low sat/low sugar meals
red beans, jello, cornbread, dessert.
available -- please call before 8 a.m.
during regular serving days.
Friday, Dec. 18: Hamburger, corn

powers tell him they are still good.
Often times, he’s not even in
the same room or within view of
what I’m doing - it’s simply an auto
response when he hears the refrigerator door open or sees the little
light go on in his peripheral vision.
“Don’t throw that out! I’m going to
eat it tomorrow!” he calls, glued to
his computer screen.
Like he has a detailed schedule
of the foods he plans on eating over
the next few days.
“I’m changing the water filter,” I
say. “You’re going to eat this, too?”
Even when the man does think
something may have gone bad, he
will need at least one and possibly a
second confirmation before he can
throw something away.
“This might smell funny,” he says,
waving a gallon of milk under his
nose.
Then he says, “Here, you smell
it.”
“Thanks, but no thanks,” I say.
One of the kids stops by and he
says, “Hey, smell this milk, would
you?”
But wait. It gets better.
Sometimes he’ll take a drink of
the milk and say, “Yep, I think it’s
going bad. Here, you taste it.”
I don’t want to sniff it. I don’t want
to taste it. I just want to pitch it.
When in doubt, throw it out!
(Lori Borgman is a columnist,
author and speaker. Her new book,
“What Happens at Grandma’s Stays
at Grandma’s” is now available.
Email her at lori@loriborgman.com.)

DID YOU KNOW?
THE

SPACE
PLACE

Thank you, Angleton
Come rent a space at our place!

1/2 OFF

First Month's Rent
With This Ad

2370 E. Mulberry
Angleton

979-848-1400

• Drug lord Pablo Escobar had so
much cash that rats ate more than
$1 billion of his money each year.
• The real Colonel Sanders hated
KFC’s food. He called the gravy
“wallpaper paste.”
• Amy Winehouse, Janis Joplin,
Jimi Hendrix, and Kurt Cobain died
at age 27.
• The ‘Hogwarts Express’ from the
Harry Potter movies is a real steam
train in Scotland. It’s the Jacobite.
• In 1964, when Bob Dylan met
The Beatles, he had misheard their
lyrics in “I Want to Hold Your Hand”
as “I get high” instead of “I can’t
hide.”So he gave Ringo a joint, and
Ringo smoked the whole thing, not
realizing he was supposed to pass
it.

The Palms of Lake Jackson
2 BR’s Starting at $725

Our community with its resort-style swimming pool and beautiful
landscaping offers a relaxing oasis just steps from your door.

We’re still leasing
Take a self-guided tour

www.mybulletinnewspaper.com
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Bulletin horoscope

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
You might enjoy high spirits and
take pride in your physical strength
in the upcoming week. Some of
the information you hear could be
filtered through group opinion or be
biased, so double-check the facts
before acting.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Once you get going on a project or
a subject, it could be hard to stop
you. Momentum is great, but make
sure that you are handling things
with grace and being considerate
to those around you.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
When you get straight to the point,
sometimes subtlety is missing. A
desire to display relentless energy
and defend your ideas could cause
a clash. In the week to come, you
may need to be more understanding with loved ones.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Put forth some effort to achieve
your own ends in the week ahead,
but try not to make new commitments. You feel pressured to spend
money, but hold off on major financial decisions.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): In
the week ahead, you may feel a
temporary drop in your enthusiasm
for your job. Be patient; it’s normal.
Even if you’re not really feeling it,
it’s still important to stay on task
and on the road to your goals.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Take time to think things through
before you make a sharp response.
People may be able to handle it if
you are confrontational today, but
as the week unfolds, loved ones
may be more sensitive and need
more understanding.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): If

DID YOU KNOW?
• President Lyndon B. Johnson
was picky about room temperature,
constantly asking the Air Force One
flight crew to change the temperature of the cabin. Eventually,
they installed a fake dial for him to
‘control’ the temperature, and he
stopped complaining.
• In 1946, an American dentist secretly engraved the words
“Remember Pearl Harbor” in Morse
Code on the dentures of former Japanese Prime Minister Hideki Tojo,
who ordered the attack.

you choose to step into the social
scene, observe social cues. As this
week unfolds, you may find that
some of your responsibilities on the
home front become easier to bear
and that some worries evaporate.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Boundless energy allows you to
travel outside the usual limits. You
and a partner can accomplish a
great deal in the upcoming week.
Those who are excited or in a
hurry might not be as polite as they
would be otherwise.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): In the week ahead, you may
be at your best when engaged
in money-making activities and
focused on upholding values. Don’t
give in to peer pressure or vague
worries.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19): You have the ambition,
determination and know-how to get
ahead. In the upcoming week, your
opinions may shift, or you may be
gripped by renewed optimism when
some of your hard work begins to
pay off.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
You and a partner might disagree
on something today. Aim for a
workable compromise. Despite
your financial savvy, you need to
be especially careful with money
management this week and do
your due diligence.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Use the power of your mind to
overcome any lack of motivation. It
might be easy to leave the wrong
impression under this week’s stellar
lineup, so hold off on scheduling
crucial meetings if possible.
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History of the World On This Day

December 15
1791 - In the U.S., the first 10
amendments to the Constitution,
known as the Bill of Rights, went
into effect following ratification by
the state of Virginia.
1877 - Thomas Edison patented
the phonograph.
1938 - U.S. President Franklin

D. Roosevelt presided over the
ground-breaking ceremonies for the
Jefferson Memorial in Washington,
DC.
1939 - “Gone With the Wind,”
produced by David O. Selznick and
based on the novel by Margaret
Mitchell, premiered at Loew’s Grand
Theater in Atlanta. It starred Vivien

Leigh and Clark Gable.
December 16
1835 - In New York, 530 buildings
were destroyed by fire.
1901 - “The Tale of Peter Rabbit,”
by Beatrix Potter, was printed for
the first time.
1905 - Sime Silverman published
the first issue of “Variety”.
December 17
1936 - The “The Rudy Vallee
Show” debuted on NBC.
1953 - The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) decided
to approve RCA’s color television
specifications.
1969 - The U.S. Air Force closed
its Project “Blue Book” by concluding that there was no evidence of
extraterrestrial spaceships behind
thousands of UFO sightings.
December 18
1898 - A new automobile speed
record was set at 39 mph (63 kph).
1936 - Su-Lin, the first giant
panda to come to the U.S. from
China, arrived in San Francisco,
CA. The bear was sold to the Brookfield Zoo for $8,750.
1940 - Adolf Hitler signed a secret
directive ordering preparations
for a Nazi invasion of the Soviet
Union. Operation “Barbarossa” was
launched in June 1941.
December 19
1777 - General George Wash-

ington led his army of about 11,000
men to Valley Forge, PA, to camp
for the winter.
1843 - Charles Dickens’ “A
Christmas Carol” was first published
in England.
1972 - Apollo 17 splashed down
in the Pacific, ending the Apollo program of manned lunar landings.
December 20
1879 - Thomas A. Edison privately demonstrated his incandescent light at Menlo Park, NJ.
1880 - New York’s Broadway

became known as the “Great White
Way” when it was lighted by electricity.
1938 - Vladimir Kosma Zworykin
patented the iconoscope television
system.
December 21
1620 - The “Mayflower”, and its
passengers, pilgrims from England,
landed at Plymouth Rock, MA.
1913 - Arthur Wynne published a
new “word-cross” puzzle in the “New
York World” in England. The name
was later changed to “crossword.”

Empty hearts are filled by the devil
Based on the writings of the Rev. Billy Graham
never been captured by Jesus
Christ. The devil has hundreds of
agents polluting human minds. He
has intellectuals in high positions
teaching a hedonistic and permissive philosophy.
This culture has had success
in infiltrating people’s minds by
centering thoughts on themselves.
But is there hope to change?
The answer is, absolutely. The
Bible is filled with testimonies of
those who, by God’s grace, were
victorious over Satan’s power. No
one is beyond the reach of God,
who declares: “I will put My laws in
their minds and write them on their
hearts” (Hebrews 8:10).

Q: When I was growing up,
there was little said about narcissism, but if it was mentioned, it
was generally looked down on.
Why is society drenched in puffing
up self through lies, or at the least
, embellishments - not recognizing
its destructive power? Why do
these people not feel the guilt and
the shame? - E.N.
A: The Bible teaches that guilt
is inescapable. It says that all have
broken God’s laws. Therefore,
guilt rests upon the entire human
race. Some people may feel it
more intensely than others, but
the guilt is there whether in the
conscious or in the subconscious
realm. It must be dealt with before
we can become normal, fulfilled
personalities. This is why Jesus
died. He died on the cross to take
our guilt away. He shed His blood
to purge our dead conscience. So
guilt is not all bad. Without it, there
is nothing to drive a person toward
self-examination and toward God’s
forgiveness.
Everywhere today, hearts are
empty. Hearts not attuned to
God will become catch basins
for every device of the devil. Yes,
Satan is at work in our world (Job
1:7). This is what the Bible says.
Satan exists and has control over
multitudes whose hearts have

Tribune Media Services
(Send your queries to “My Answer,”
c/o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway, Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week

ACROSS
1 Mid-size Nissan
7 Ammo sold in rolls
11 By way of
14 Like many arcade games
15 Helter-skelter
16 Mantra syllables
17 What Dr. Frankenstein kept at
his bar?
19 Fiddle player of rhyme
20 North-of-the-border gas

21 Zany trio member
22 “See if __”
24 Sass from a therapist?
28 “SNL” castmate of Gilda and
Jane
31 It “hath charms to soothe a
savage breast”
32 Oak fruit
33 Marine mammal group
34 Bed foundation?
37 Specimen for 23-Down

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson
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38 Uncle Buck, perhaps?
Complete the grid so each row, column
42 Broadcasting pioneer
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
43 Religious offshoot
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
45 Meddle
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
46 City near the Golden Spike
48 Veronica of “Hill Street Blues”
50 Spurred on
52 Dracula’s haul in the poker
game?
55 Orchestras tune to them
56 One of Venus de Milo’s two that
are conspicuous for their absence
57 Drink brand with a lizard logo
61 Leave in ruins
62 Big cat’s belly?
66 Take advantage of
67 Parrot
68 Tater Tots maker
69 Sniggler’s quarry
70 It may be cracked open
71 Sweat inducer
DOWN
1 Highest point
2 Restrooms for blokes
3 Metal containers
4 To such an extent
5 Bon __
6 So-called missing links
7 Checked out before a heist
8 GP’s gp.
9 D.C. figure
10 Knitter’s supply
11 They help one speak one’s
mind
12 Japanese porcelain
13 __ in the right direction
18 Scoundrel
23 Forensic TV episodes
25 Melon feature
26 Reassurance after a fall
27 A4 automaker
28 Youths
29 Teen malady
30 Black Flag product
33 Humanities subj.
35 Cold drink brand
36 Come down
39 Letters near zero
40 Creator of Perry and Della
41 Kindle rival
44 Scotch roll
47 Hangman player, e.g.
49 Took for a ride
50 First razor with a pivoting head
51 Force (through)
52 Popularity
53 Treat badly
54 Flavor
58 Andy’s catfishing partner
59 Beefcake features
60 Flight deck data, briefly
63 Prefix with conscious
64 “I see it now!”
65 R&B group __ Hill
(C) 2020 TRIBUNE CONTENT AGENCY, LLC.

Solutions

DID YOU KNOW?

• 125K Golf balls are hit into the water at the 17th hole of the Stadium
Course at Sawgrass each year.
• The French word “Cadet” (cad-DAY) means “youngest child” and is
where the word “Caddy” comes from.
• Doug Ford entered a contest and predicted his own 1957 victory as well
as his winning score of 282.
• A golf ball will travel further on hot days, because the air is less dense, so
it takes less velocity to travel.
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